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The best places to spend honeymoons are said to be among beaches, vast blue seas, scuba diving,
snorkeling, picturesque sunsets, palm trees, cruises, amazing cuisines, tropical climate with a sea
breeze blowing, enchanting temples and monasteries to receive blessings, a bit of excitement like
witnessing a boxing match etc. and Thailand has got all the features mentioned above to make it a
perfect honeymoon destination.

A honeymoon holiday in Thailand is the best honeymoon you will ever have. Romantic moonlit
nights and the sound of waves splashing against the silver beaches, exotic cuisines on a cruise in
the vast blue seas, untouched marine lifeâ€™s beauty seen when scuba diving or snorkeling, ancient
temples resonating with chants that seem to purify you, safaris in the dense tropical forests and just
each other for company. Canâ€™t get better than this now can it?

The beauty of Thailand is unmatched in terms of nature as well as technology. This country is so
well intertwined in a balance of nature and urbanization that one gets the best of both worlds when
they take Thailand Holiday Packages.

Places that will entice and excite you here are many in number. It is not only the scenic beauty and
aura of the places here that is magical but the number of fun filled activities is also amazing. Some
of the widely known places and things to do here would be:-

Beaches- the silver beaches of Thailand are among the worlds most famed beaches. A walk along
these pristine beaches with the moon providing light and the soft swishing sounds of the waves
breaking on the coast is truly a magical moment that you will never forget.

Sea diving and Snorkeling- this is one of the best ways to experience the beauty of marine life
rather than seeing fishes in an aquarium. When you are in the deep waters of the untamed ocean
with your loved one to experience the beauty of the marine life a bond is created that will last a
lifetime. Beauty seems to have its mysterious ways of binding couples and making their love grow
even stronger.

Elephant Parks- watch the giants of the land stay in perfect harmony with humans in the elephant
parks. Take a ride on one and feel the power of the gentle giants as they take you for a ride and
listen to what you say. A visit to one of these parks will bring you close to nature and help you
understand more about these majestic creatures.

Gardens- the gardens that you will see here will fascinate you with its beauty. As you walk through
the gardens take in the pleasant fragrances that linger here. Be amazed by the colors and shapes of
the blossoming flowers. Beauty is really defined here with the brightly coloured flowers and tropical
trees. The freshness and beauty of the gardens here are unlike any other botanical garden you may
have visited.

Temples and Monasteries- Thailand is a land of culture and religion which is clearly seen by the
display of amazing temples that fill the country. The temples and monasteries here that resonate
with chanting of the monks and the aroma of incense burning give it a sanctified atmosphere that
provides a feeling of being blessed on a visit here.

The natural beauties and the sanctified atmosphere are in complete harmony with the urbanized
lifestyle of the cities. Some of the well known things to do and see in the city life here would be:-
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Muay Thai-   this form of kick boxing that has been passed down from generation to generation.
There are matches held to which you can purchase a ticket and have an excitement filled evening
cheering the fighter you seem to like.

Massage parlors and spas- relax and rejuvenate at these centers as experienced hands work on
you relieving you of the stress that you might have had since a long time.

Shopping- this is a fun filled activity to do here as there are many stalls and a wide range of things
to buy. The best part is that it is relatively less priced than other countries and you can bargain too.

All in all when you take Thailand tour packages you are in for a lot of fun excitement and romance.
So travel to this wonder destination and enjoy the spoils of nature laced with urbanization.
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